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In the video game, you built your valor and courage by defeating many "evil" creature which travelled 
the land. Do this mean that we must all become super heroes and start tracking thiefs and criminal in our 
city? The answer is no. In fact, in our context, valor can be accomplished without fighting anybody.  

Valor, which is strongly related to courage, consist is successfully making something that you would not 
normally do. For example, let's take somebody who is really shy and can barely talk to strangers. If, in a 
certain situation, he successfully overcome his fear and successfully talks to a stranger then it is an act of 
courage. But if the same persone does not become shy anymore, then doing the same act won't express 
any courage since it is now just common actions.  

Expressing valor generally improve how people look at you. Depending on your social environment, 
people generally ignore or mock on coward people. Showing sign of courage makes other people 
reconsider their own position which might not be as couragous than yours so they are more likely to 
respect you.  

Valor is also something you can do for yourself. Surpassing your fear many time will give you self 
esteem and it will help you fight other fears you have.  

� Courage makes kings out of knaves  
� There is no holier spot of ground than where defeated valor lies.  
� True valor is not seen in the force of arms, but in the force of will.  
� Never flee unless the nedd is dire.  
� The valiant soul fears not its own visage. 

� Victories scored over evil creatures help to build a valorous soul.  
� To flee from battle with less than grevious wounds often shows a coward.  
� First, ring the bell of courage at the entrance of the great stygian abyss. 

Thou shalt fight to the death if challenged, or thou shalt be banished as a coward.  
Lord Blackthorn  
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Visions from the shrine

Misunderstanding



It is not because somebody insult or provoke you that you must absolutely challenge him. There is 
nothing wrong in running away from danger. Cowardice generally happen when you refused to act in a 
situation where you could have changed things. In this case, you did not have the courage to take the 
risk of acting. If you refuse to save somebody from drowning in a river, because you don't know how to 
swim, it is not an act of cowardice.  

In the game they talk about fighting evil creatures. Consider that this is a video game, in real life, evil 
does not exist. The only thing that exist is a collision between two ideologies that makes both think that 
the other one is evil. For example, if you walk in a jungle and encounter a hungry lion who want to eat 
you, is the lion evil? He want's to kill you, but he is not evil, he is hungry (poor little cat). But if you find 
a way to feed him, he might not kill you after all. So there is alway a reason that motivate somebody to 
be "evil" against you.  


